
INTRODUCTION 

THE 16 days of Gender Activism training for media on Security and peace and  Implementation in relation to gender based violence 

(GBV) was held at Nena lodge in Lusaka from December 4 to December 5, 2014 after which on the third day (December 6, 2014) 

the 20 participating journalists undertook a field trip to Mumbwa municipal council in Central province to interview survivors of GBV 

who have been undergoing a training on entrepreneurship under the Gender Links Centers of Excellency (CEOs) for Local 

Government. The 20 journalists came from the six media houses which are part of the Media COE project being implemented by 

Gender Links in the southern African countries including Zambia. They six are Yatsani Radio, Christian Voice Radio, New Vision 

Newspaper, Times of Zambia, Zambia Daily Mail and Zambia National Broadcasting Services (ZNBC) as well as other media houses 

who are not part of the media COE project. The training and field trip which were facilitated by Perpetual Sichikwenkwe and 

Madube Pasi-Siyauya who are Gender Links Zambia Media Facilitators had targeted 30 participants but only 20 turned up because of 

the Presidential election mood that has engulfed the country. However, all the participants that came for the training also 

participated in the field trip. It was the fourth year that Gender Links through the media project in Zambia took journalists to a 

municipality to interview people as a way of building networking and increasing women and men‘s voices in the news. 

DAY ONE 

The workshop opened around 10 hours due to the late coming of participants. After a word of prayer and introductions, participants 

were asked to give out their expectations. 

EXPECTATIONS 

 Know more about GBV and 16 days of gender activism 

 Understand who is affected more in war torn countries 

 Know whether Zambia is implementing instruments it signed on the issues relating to peace and security 

 Understand the connection between family, community and national wars 

 Find out whether Zambia is on course in implementing the SADC gender and development protocol and other instruments 

relating to enhancing women’s rights 

 What is the role of the media in issues of peace and security 

 Find out whether women are considered in higher positions in ministries of defence, police and other security wings 

 Write stories on the 16 days of gender activism trip 

 Learn about the media Centers of Excellency (CoEs) and local government CoEs 



 Know what is Gender Links and the activities it does 

 Learn how I can write gender stories with an international touch 

 

After the expectations, the following were the objectives of the workshop 

OBJECTIVES 

 Understand the CoE concept 

 Explore what is meant by conflict and  conflict reporting 

 Enhance participants’ understanding of women's  representation in the defence, police and prison services 

 Understand the SADC gender protocol provisions on peace and security 

 Establish if there is a link between GBV , conflict, wars 

 Explore how journalists can report on peace and security from a gender perspective  

 Write stories from the filed trip 

After the objectives, participants were taken through the back ground of the Media Centers of Excellency project in relation to the 

Local Government Centers of Excellency. Also highlighted were the researches and some of the work that Gender Links has been 

implementing since 2001. 

REACTIONS 

 Participants observed that although Zambia was likely to miss the United Nations (UN) 

inspired 2015 Millennium Development Goals (MDG's), the country had to some extent  increased the number of females in 

decision making positions 

 They expressed satisfaction that since coming into office, the Patriotic Front (PF) 

Government, under Zambia's 5th Republican President, the late Michael Chilufya Sata had appointed women in senior 

decision making portfolios. Some of women singled out included Acting Chief Justice Lombe Chibesakunda, Clerk of the 

National Assembly Doris Mwiinga, Inspector General of Police, Stella Libongani, Anti-Corruption Commission (ACC) 

Director General Roslyn Wandi, Drug Enforcement Commission (DEC) 

Director General, Anitah Mbahwe and several females serving in the Judiciary. Others are Information and Technology 

Authority (ZICTA)  led by Director General Margaret Chalwe-Mudenda and Ms Josephine Mapoma was appointed Director 

General of the Independent Broadcasting Authority (IBA) 



 It was observed that while in other sectors women were being appointed in decision making positions, it was not the case in 

the media industry as both in private and public media managers were men as women took subordinate positions. It was 

further observed that women in the media found themselves in decision making positions in marketing and advertising where 

they were not required to making decisions affecting the over-whole operations of the company 

 It was also observed that all media owners in Zambia were men  

 In news sourcing, it was observed that the trend has continued to be the same in that women are less covered by the media 

largely because they are more often reluctant to give interviews to journalists  

 

 To some extent Zambian women appear as victims, statistics or at worst 

are quoted by electronic and print media as vulnerable groups seeking 

Government interventions 

 One participant argued that when he approached a female source he was told  "Give me time to freshen, I left my powder 

home” 

 That Men are open and since journalist are always rushing to print 

newspapers or broadcast a television and radio item, coverage and content is likely to  continue being dominated by males 

 It was also noted that women usually spoke in times of sorrow an example given was that of  during the funeral of President 

Michael Sata's  former first lady, Dr Christine Kaseba, assigned a 

female relative, Mrs Mwelwa Chibesakunda, to read a tribute at the Lusaka Heroes Stadium but at the PF General 

Conference, at the Mulungushi Rock of Authority in Kabwe, Dr Kaseba asked a man to read a political campaign speech for 

her because it had something to do with politics 

 According to the Zambian media practitioners, traditional beliefs dictate, and confine women to the peripheral of the 

household, community and national decision making process without realizing that men dominate them. 

 As stated above, women do not realize that they are looking down on 

themselves by for example female journalists  failing to sacrifice time and energy in field work 

 It was revealed during the training  that most media houses in Zambia had assigned men to the PF General Conference, on 

account of the fear that it was going to be a violent intra-party gathering 

 It was observed that out of the shortlisted 10 aspiring presidential candidates seeking 

adoption as PF hopefuls, only Dr Kaseba, braved chauvinistic attitudes to compete against nine males 

 It was also noted that sexual harassment exists in media houses, to a 

large extent perpetuated by males who occupy senior management 



positions and 'dangle carrots of job advancement and assignments' in 

exchange of payment in kind (sex) 

 One major reason cited is that most women are not appointed to higher 

positions because they refuse to compromise their character by turning 

down sexual advances of male superiors 

 It is worth noting that both male and female journalists, especially 

trainee journalists on  attachment succumb to sexual 

harassment, in order to have their stories  

 



 



 

 

Centers of Excellence (COE) 

The background of the media COE was given out to participants and the following were highlighted; 

 Gender balanced stories were good for business as diversity in content and coverage 

increase readership and audiences 

 Broadened coverage of children, women and men has a potential to 

increase revenue and partnership owing to support by institutions that 

promote gender equality such as  THE Non Governmental Coordinating Council (NGOCC), Gender Links and the United Nations 

family 

 Participants were encourage to realize the need for continuous sensitization as increased coverage by individuals and media 

houses guaranteed presence at annual Gender Links summits 

 Participants were informed about the formulation and stages required to draw Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) pertaining 

to COE and how the process involve  on the Southern African Development Community (SADC) Gender Protocol provisions, 

constitutional and legal rights among others 

PEACE AND SECURITY AND IMPLEMENTATION 

After explanation the provisions in the SADC Gender and Development protocol in relation to peace and security, participants were 

asked whether the same were relevant to Zambia especially that the country has not witnessed war 

 

REACTIONS 

 Participants noted that Zambia was an ‘Oasis of Peace' it was observed but it was noted that mere lack of military conflict and 

war could not be deemed as characteristic of a peaceful society.  

 Participants were explained that peace entailed holistic circumstances and environments such as access to socio-economic 

empowerment, as a dispossessed people, 

could not be assumed to be peaceful habitants 



 It  was observed that women do not play active roles as mediators because they are increasing viewed as victims and not 

interested or warring parties in political and military confrontations 

 Women short-listed in the decision making processes are placed ministerial jobs and responsibilities categorized as feminine, 

such as Ministry of Gender and Child Development and Ministry of Community Development, Mother and Child Health. 

Perhaps to emphasis this point, the PF National Chairperson, Inonge Mutukwa Wina was initially appointed Chiefs and 

Traditional Affairs Minister, before taking her present Gender and Child Development portfolio 

 The meeting heard that most structures in Zambia are dominated by men, 

with female leaders or ministers being cosmetic and playing second 

fiddle to males. 

 While the participants noted that female has potential to  excel as community leaders although they are not given 

opportunities to do so 

 They argued in plenary that increasingly worrying is the fact that women do 

not support each other even in election despite them being the majority of voters 

 It was however noted that  the picture was changing, if the recent stance taken 

by the Non-Governmental Organization Coordinating Council (NGOCC) is 

worth dancing to as NGOCC Board Chairperson, Sara Longwe, and her 

predecessor Beatrice Grilo openly backed the candidature of Forum for 

Democracy and Development (FDD) President, Edith Zewelani Nawakwi, in 

the Tuesday, 20th January 2015, presidential election. 

 In addition, NGOCC used a General Council gathering at Andrews Hotel 

in Lusaka, to defend former first lady Christine  Kaseba's decision to stand as PF presidential candidate  

 There was divided opinion as to whether or not the Zambian Government 

was doing enough to increase policy, socio-economic empowerment of 

women, children and vulnerable men 

 

WOMEN, WAR AND PEACE 

Participants heard from the facilitators that GBV was rife in war torn countries giving an example of the more than 200 school girls 

abducted by Boko Haram war-lords in Nigeria  

although Article 28 of the Protocol on development and Gender addresses issues of protection of women and children it was 



observed that women and children are merely protected on paper as this category of citizen perpetuated introduced by men. An 

example was given in military recruitment and other law enforcement wings where women continue losing jobs on account of their 

Reproductive Health needs; females lose jobs and lucrative assignment to United Nations Peace Keeping Missions in cases of them 

being pregnant. Those assigned with short-listing candidates for recruitment, often leave out women on grounds that women or 

female officers are likely to fall pregnant, in the course of Ministry of Defence and Home Affairs duty forgetting that its males that 

make females in the armed security forces pregnant  

 

EXERCISE 

 

What are some of the emerging conflict situations in your country (Zambia)? 

REACTIONS 

 Land disputes, Inter-party and intra-party conflict, Nepotism 

and tribalism 

  Displacements due to Foreign Direct investment (FDI's), 

 Property grabbing, religious breakaway and splits, GBV cases and 

family disputes 

  It was also observed that family disputes are likely 

to result in mass killings as evident in the Kampasa Killing, which occurred in 2006 in Zambia. 

What are some of the Gender Based Violence (GBV) 

 

 Rape during conflicts, displacement of women, children, which result in these vulnerable communities suffering and 

traumatized immeasurably 

  A lot of people being confined to starvation, with poverty and death, are being deemed as having a female face. Women, 

children and men living with disability grappling with their new homes and geographical location 

  Women fail to cover war and physical conflicts 

  Females not considered for duty on peace keeping missions including the fact that socio-economic setbacks  have 

transformed, women, children and vulnerable males into a 'Nomadic 'lifestyle 



Women within the defence, police and prison services 

 While women are fewer in number, it is increasingly evident that most females serve in lower ranks 

 career advancement and potential to get senior assignments, is minimal as women are denied study leave 

 most females in the SADC countries remain silent on recognition as only Malawi, South Africa and Tanzania, do recognize 

the special reproductive needs of women; worth emulating in terms of maternity leave and other incentives such as 

possibility to return to complete military and police training once such respondents give birth 

 it was observed that female soldiers are never assigned for camp duties as these opportunities and lucrative peace 

keeping missions are reserved for men 

 A recommendation was that organizers of camps needed to ensure that a conducive environment on rotational or 

shortened training or deployment basis is created 

REPORTING PEACE AND SECURITY 

 

 It was the view of participants that Zambian law enforcement officers need to emulate those of other countries such 

as South Africa  

 Forming police networks such as the SADC Police Women Network was good to promote women’s interests in the 

defence 

 the process of integrating gender perspectives into conflict resolution mechanisms was viewed as complex 

 Journalists must avoid descriptions or articles that entrench stereotypes, simplistic attitudes that pain women and 

children, including vulnerable males  as passive or at worst, categorizing women to the 'kitchen 

 Women must not be drawn as meek victims while males are painted as brutal perpetrators of violence in war zones 

 journalists in the electronic and print media must seek all voices not just those of the elite or those that are in political 

power 

DISCUSSION 

Do we see women and men treated differently in security wings/ What about recruitment procedures? 

Reactions 

 Yes women as usual given lower positions compared to men 



 At recruitment stage, we see women discriminated upon on the basis of their marital status  

 When a female recruit fall pregnant before two years after recruitment, they are chased from the defence while men who 

impregnate them are allowed to continue 

 However in Zambia we have women heading the Zambia Police service, Anti Corruption Commission, the Drug Enforcement 

Commission but there is fear that they are ceremonial because decisions are still made by their male bosses such as ministers 

and the President 

 

 

 



 



 

 

TIPS ON HOW JOURNALISTS CAN REPORT  

 Avoid stereotypes-in reporting on conflict,  the media can portray women and men in simplistic terms. Women are portrayed 

as passive, gentle victims and men brutal perpetrators of violence 

 Avoid language that re-traumatizes women who have survived various forms of GBV 

 Seek out a diversity of voices and perspectives to tell the story, and not just focus on the voices and perspectives of the elite 

or the voices of those in power 

 Recognise that there are many causes of conflict, including the inequalities access to scarce resources or basic needs such as 

food, housing or jobs 

 Move beyond their desks and report on those who are most affected and ignored  

16 Days of activism against Gender Based Violence (GBV) 

OBJECTIVE 

 To assess progress in addressing gender based violence (GBV) over the previous year with a view to attaining the Southern 

African Development Community (SADC) Protocol on Gender and Development objective of halving gender violence by 2015 

  To hold the government and key stakeholders accountable to the commitments they made to reduce the levels of GBV 

across the SADC region 

  To improve the quality of reporting on GBV, including through providing spaces for those affected by GBV to speak out 

Participants were introduced to the 16 days of gender activism starting with a quiz on the 16 days. They were divided in two groups 

and group two got more marks than the other group as they had more knowledge about the event. 

After the quiz, participants were told that 16 days of Activism campaign began in 1991 in Latin America to raise awareness about 

GBV as a human rights issue. The campaign included getting the anniversary of the assassination of the Mirabal sisters, four 



Dominican political dissidents who opposed the dictatorship of Rafael Trujillo, recognised by the United Nations General Assembly. In 

1999, the UN designated November 25 (the anniversary of the murder of the Mirabal sisters) as the annual date for the International 

Day for the Elimination of Violence Against Women in their honour. They were told that the campaign commences with the 

International Day for the Elimination of Violence against Women (25 November) and ends with International Human Rights Day (10 

December) 

DAY TWO 

The training opened with a prayer after which participants were asked to do the ‘Eyes and Ears” 

EYES 

 

 Saw a graph where women in security wings are at 10% a very low representation in the region 

 Participants working and eating in groups 

 While we were attending a GBV workshop, on my way home I saw people fighting while others were watching 

 Saw everyone participating  

 Saw interest of journalist to learn how best to cover GBV by way of raising their hands 

 

Ears 

 Heard that people are now reporting more of GBV cases 

 Heard how women are more vulnerable as a result of wars and conflict 

 Women participating should be equal to that of men 

 Peace should always start from homes 

 Factors that can trigger violence in our country 

 Effects of conflicts in our lives 

 GBV goes beyond physical, emotional, economic 

 How media can help maintain peace 

 Land disputes cause for conflict 

 Fewer women in decision making positions security 



IMPLEMENTATION  

OBJECTIVES 

 Gain an understanding of how the media can strengthen its watching role by reporting on the instruments 

 Understand the implementation mechanism of the SADC  protocol at regional and national level 

 Understand the reporting requirements of the SADC  protocol  

It was explained to the participants that implementation was a tool used for evaluating interventions and monitoring planned 

activities and policies meant to increase female and participation representation in decision making positions as required by the 

SADC protocol on gender and development. That implementation is a means of progressively reporting on interventions 

employed to curb GBV and other aspects such as documentation and assessment of community, national, regional and global 

effort targeted at ameliorating vulnerabilities. It was heard  that Zambia was making slow but good progress in the 

empowerment process of women  although it was felt by many participants that women appear to be appointed on the basis of 

political appeasement and cosmetic considerations. It was said that it will take Zambia, many years to meet both the 2015 SADC 

and African Union (AU) gender balance thresholds of 50 per cent equal appointment of women in decision making positions. 

Largely, given the fact that the SADC, AU and MDG thresholds are were barley few months away, it is definite and conclusive 

that Zambia had missed most of the targets. Participants said that the writing is on the wall giving an example of media women 

in newsrooms and boardrooms which had fewer representations because most structures of leadership and media ownership is 

dominated by men. Participants were informed that as the globe soldiers toward United Nations Sustainable Development Goals 

(SDG's) beyond the 2015 MDG threshold.  It  is important to place empowerment emphasis on family households and grassroots 

communities,  or instance brothers and sisters must co-exist as leaders and in doing domestic chores. 

It was observed that dominion by men had not spared the church, as participants alluded to the Seventh Day Adventists, an 

arena viewed as difficult to implement gender equality interventions, as leadership structures from youth to pastors are all males. 

Though, the SDA has a group of women, known as deaconesses, their participation and decision making is still subservient to 

that of males, to whom recommendations are expected to be passed for consideration. It is regrettable that progressive 

recommendations made by women more 

often than not fall on deaf ears, because males will culturally and religiously aspire to be more superior to females 

DISCUSSION 

What Monitoring and Evaluation systems are in Place in your country (Zambia) and how is Zambia progressing? 



RESPONSE 

 It is good and a progressive move that Government has been encouraging 

Civil Society organizations (CSOs) to produce evidence based on gender 

disaggregated data, a measure that will act as an effective Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) tool 

 Educated people also pose a threat on vulnerable women and children 

as perpetrators of Gender Based Violence (GBV) 

 Both educated and illiterate communities have had an equal 

participation as instigators of sexual harassment of adults, young people and children 

 Most people have information but a diversity of reasons exist which scare 'Victims' or Survivors' of Gender Based Violence 

(GBV) on account of threats and fear of loss of a bread winner, while some cultural and religious consideration continue to 

perpetuate this vice 

 In a nutshell, it is traditional factors at play, and time for GBV survivors and whistle blowers to speak out is imperative 

 The media must not promote negative traditional attitudes, such as 

allowing advertisement of traditional healers in their newspapers, radio and television stations 

 Women not coming out because of culture which keeps female voices silent 

 It is taboo in the Zambian conservative traditional setting for females to negotiate the manner and environment in which a 

sexual encounter, especially in a marital relationship can occur 

  A man in Zambia is not compelled by culture to negotiate sex or even consider 

contraceptives usage by a female spouse, as any such recourse raises promiscuity charges, being leveled against a wife 

 In certain instances, a parent, who decides to marry off a 16-year-old daughter, cannot be questioned as children,. Especially 

girls are viewed as property belonging a biological father and mother 

 On the line of rail, people can act as whistle blowers, while in rural areas, more often than not, neighbours or entire village, 

will rejoice over an opportunity to host an early marriage 

 The media must play an active role in ensuring that Government as a duty bearer, complies with regional and international 

gender equality agreements 

 The media must keep abreast with provisions contained in the SADC 

Gender Protocol 

 The media must track Reporting requirements by Government and seek to write timely stories on the National Reporting 

Process and civil society response 



 It is of import to encouraged electronic and print media journalists to write a series of articles and producing broadcasts and 

programmes that highlight the plight of women, children and vulnerable males 

 There is also need for media houses to ensured that articles and stories are contextualized within the SADC Gender Protocol, 

through the National Gender Mechanism and national Action Plan 

 Media must be watching the implementation process of instruments meant to advance women's human rights-including the 

Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats (SWOT) analysis 

 There is need for a diversity of stakeholders to enhance monitoring compromise on the processes, in order to develop and 

implement broad based National Gender Policy and action Plans 

 Women in sport, like Shepolopolo expressed worry that they were given unfair consideration by the Football Association of 

Zambia (FAZ) president Kalusha Bwalya,  counterparts,  the Chipolopolo, were paid K48, 000 each after qualifying to the 

2015 African Cup of Nations (Afcon) 

 It is regrettable that gender inequalities have not spared the sports arena 

ROLE OF THE MEDIA 

 Participants agreed that the media has a significant role to play in ensuring that governments comply with the international 

and regional agreements that they sign 

 They needed to ensure that  have knowledge of the articles and provisions of instruments like the SADC  protocol  on gender 

and development 

 Media need to follow up on reports submitted by Government and hold them accountable by asking Zambians whether they 

agree with what has been submitted in the report 

 

NEWS IDEAS 

DAY THREE (FIELD TRIP) 

The journalists left for Mumbwa District council in central province where they were expected to go and interview survivors of GBV , 

Government authorities as well as others dealing in issues of women and GBV. However, from the onset of the trip, the facilitators, 

Perpetual and Madube were informed by GL country office that they were more likely to only find survivors for interviews as other 

stakeholders were not ready and wanted the trip to be postponed to Monday which was not possible. 



Name News Idea Sources 

Sandra 

Mwila 
 What they are doing in Mumbwa  for the 16 days 

 GBV survivor what help they have received from Government and NGOs 

 Speak to  chief on the role he/she is playing in the fight against GBV and cause of GBV 

in Mumbwa 

 

Chiefs, women NGOs, 

Government officials 

Choolwe 

Mweemba 
 Find what why women GBV survivor decided to speak GBV survivor 

Rachael 

Kalapa 
 Talk to any NGO on what measures it has put in place to ensure GBV is averted 

 Local Government official on what strategies the council is using to sensitise the 

community on GBV 

 GBV survivor 

YWCA, WLSA, Local 

Government officials 

Grace 

Chaile 
 How flexible are the police in dealing with GBV cases in Mumbwa 

 What barriers do you feel need to be tackled to allow women to report cases freely 

 How supportive are men /traditional leaders in the fight against GBV 

 Do women really understand other forms of GBV apart from physical 

Mumbwa residents, police  

Margerate 

Samulela 
 Talk to a GBV survivor about her experience 

 How many NGOs curbing culture as on the main cause of GBV 

 Get any successful woman who has succeeded after GBV 

Survivors, NGOs, church  

Mundia 

 
 Find out which cultural practices are still being perpetuated 

 Illiteracy levels of GBV in Mumbwa  

 Get views from local government authorities 

Traditional leader, 

ministry of education 

Fullman   Establish the prevalence rate of early marriages in Mumbwa district  

 

Police, traditional leaders 

Yatsani 

Radio 
 How gender balanced is the managerial level at most of the institutions (council, police 

etc) 

 How do the people feel about this development? 

 Are these institutions successful in their operations being a particular sex dominates 

senior positions.  

A VICTIM OF GBV 

. How she managed to come to break the silence from the abuse suffered. 

.what motivated the victim to break silence. 

Council,  

GBV survivor 

farmers 



.levels of GBV against men in the town. 

FARMERS 
.What is the gender participation in the farming activity 

.is gender an issue when it comes to access to Farming Inputs under the fertilizer Input Support 

Program (FISP) 

.How has the increased production cost affected women farmer who in most cases are widows 

 

Ashton 

Kelly 

Bunda 

Are there situations where women have been victims of GBV? If so, how did it come to light? 

Have such cases been reported to the police?(Sources Police and Councilors). 

2. Are women included in entrepreneurship programmes to encourage wealth creation and self 

reliance?  

3. Is a girl child included in sports and recreation to delay early marriages-Source school 

teachers? 

4 What are the levels of rape and child molestation and is the situation monitored?? What is the 

solution? Sources Traditional leaders and teachers?  

 

Women NGOs, council 

Memory  Testimony of a GBV and a clear view of what constituted their suffering?  

Impact of GBV from perspective of the NGO and the traditional leaders? 

Speak to a child that has witnessed GBV on the part of the parents from GBV is damaging to 

the children that are meant to see these violations? 

Plans that NGOs and the traditional authorities and leaders have to eradicate this GBV? 

GBV survivor, child , 

NGOs and traditional 

leadres 

Tetiwe 

Mweemba 

What challenges are they facing as women survivors of GBV in rural areas  after reporting 

GBV cases 

What measures traditional leaders have put in place to curb GBV 

How often are men cases of GBV been reported in Mumbwa 

How a GBV survivor’s life has changed 

 

GBV survivor 

Nancy 

Malwele 

What measures are being put in place to get rid of traditional norms that propagate GBV 

Testimony from GBV survivor 

Finding out if there are safe heavens in Mumbwa and Statistics on GBV cases 

Traditional leaders, NGOs 

Chris 

Habeenzu 
 Testimony of victims of victims/survivors of GBV  

 Establish a clear state of GBV/Victims Survivors 

 

GBV survivors 



 

Abrahaim 

Kalito 
 Find out the impact of GBV from the perspective of the NGOand traditional leaders  

 Speak to a Child that witnessed GBV by parents/traumatizing effect on children and 

how it violated their rights. Any child rights group?  

Plan that NGO and the traditional leaders have to eradicate GBV? 

NGOs, parents, GBV 

survivors 

 

Lists of participants 

DAY ONE 

REGISTRATION FORM 

Venue: Nena Lodge 

Date:  4/12/14 

Activity: Media Training Module Nine- Peace and Security 

 Name Org Designation Phone No. Email Address 

1 Margerate Samulela Zambia Daily 

Mail 

Reporter 0977651154 msamulela@yahoo.com 

 

2 Ashton Kelly Bunda Pan African 

Radio 

Journalist 0965577058 ashitonkellybunda7@gmail.com 

 

3 Martha Mvula Yatsani Radio Journalist 0976257550 marthamvula33@yahoo.com 

 

4 Fulman Mukobeko News24/7 Journalist  0971686749 fulmanmuko@yahoo.com 

 

5 Wamunyima Mundia Zambia Daily 

Mail 

Journalist  0950484841 princess.wamunyima@yahoo.com 

 

6 Choolwe Mweemba Christian 

Voice 

Journalist 0978278417 choolwemweemba@rcvoice.co.zm 

 

7 Gregory Kasoka New Age 

Newspaper 

Journalist 0978585694 kasoka@yahoo.com 

 

mailto:msamulela@yahoo.com
mailto:monde.linyandi@yahoo.com
mailto:marthamvula33@yahoo.com
mailto:namakau20n@yahoo.co.uk
mailto:chisangaday@gmail.com
mailto:choolwemweemba@rcvoice.co.zm
mailto:kasoka@yahoo.com


8 Chileshe Mwango  Yatsani Radio journalist 0977142238 Chil228@yahoo.com 

 

 

9 Memory Maninga New Vision 

Newspaper 

Reporter 0963199000 newvisionzambia@yahoo.com 

 

 

 

10 Grace Chaile Times of 

Zambia 

Journalist  0954357085 gracechaile@yahoo.com 

 

11 Rachael M. Kalapa Radio 

Christian 

Voice 

Reporter 00965259576 rmkalapa@gmail.com 

 

12 Sandra Mwila Times of 

Zambia 

Reporter 0978867664 sandymwila91@gmail.com 

 

13 Mwazipeza Sakala Zambia Daily 

Mail 

Online Editor 0977748825 mschanda@daily-mail.co.zm 

mschanda@gmail.com 

 

14 Tetiwe Mweemba Comet Radio Journalist  0979230384 tetiwemweemba@yahoo.com 

 

15 Nancy Malwele New Vision 

Newspaper 

Reporter 0976419150 nancymalwele@hotmail.com 

 

16 Abraham Kalito Christian 

Voice 

journalist 0976078214 kalito.abz@gmail.com 

 

17  Chris Habeenzu ZNBC TV Journalist 0977796312 hamakwenda@gmail.com 
 

18 Derrick Sinjela Rainbow 

Newspaper 

photojournalist 097755199447 derricksinjela@gmail.com 
 

19 Mervin Sifukwe ZNBC Journalist 

 

0955935724 simfukomervin@yahoo.com 
 

 

20 

 

 

Madube Pasi Siyauya 

 

 

Perpetual Sichikwenkwe 

GL 

 

 

 

Facilitator 

 

 

 

0977804276 

 

 

 

madubepasi@gmail.com 

 

 

persichi@gmail.com 

mailto:Chil228@yahoo.com
mailto:newvisionzambia@yahoo.com
mailto:gracechaile@yahoo.com
mailto:serahtembo@gmail.com
mailto:sandymwila91@gmail.com
mailto:mschanda@daily-mail.co.zm
mailto:mschanda@gmail.com
mailto:mkalapa@gmail.com
mailto:nancymalwele@hotmail.com
mailto:madubepasi@gmail.com
mailto:hamakwenda@gmail.com
mailto:derricksinjela@gmail.com
mailto:simfukomervin@yahoo.com
mailto:madubepasi@gmail.com
mailto:persichi@gmail.com


21 GL Facilitator  0977882121  

 

DAY TWO 

REGISTRATION FORM 

Venue: Nena Lodge 

Date:  4/12/14 

Activity: Media Training Module Nine- Peace and Security 

 Name Org Designation Phone No. Email Address 

1 Margerate Samulela Zambia Daily Mail Reporter 0977651154 msamulela@yahoo.com 

 

2 Ashton Kelly Bunda Pan African Radio Journalist 0965577058 ashitonkellybunda7@gmail.co

m 

 

3 Martha Mvula Yatsani Radio Journalist 0976257550 marthamvula33@yahoo.com 

 

4 Fulman Mukobeko News24/7 Journalist  0971686749 fulmanmuko@yahoo.com 

 

5 Wamunyima Mundia Zambia Daily Mail Journalist  0950484841 princess.wamunyima@yahoo.c

om 

 

6 Choolwe Mweemba Christian Voice Journalist 0978278417 choolwemweemba@rcvoice.co

.zm 

 

7 Gregory Kasoka New Age Newspaper Journalist 0978585694 kasoka@yahoo.com 

 

8 Chileshe Mwango  Yatsani Radio journalist 0977142238 Chil228@yahoo.com 

 

 

mailto:msamulela@yahoo.com
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9 Memory Maninga New Vision 

Newspaper 

Reporter 0963199000 newvisionzambia@yahoo.com 

 

 

 

10 Grace Chaile Times of Zambia Journalist  0954357085 gracechaile@yahoo.com 

 

11 Rachael M. Kalapa Radio Christian Voice Reporter 00965259576 rmkalapa@gmail.com 

 

12 Sandra Mwila Times of Zambia Reporter 0978867664 sandymwila91@gmail.com 

 

13 Mwazipeza Sakala Zambia Daily Mail Online Editor 0977748825 mschanda@daily-mail.co.zm 

mschanda@gmail.com 

 

14 Tetiwe Mweemba Comet Radio Journalist  0979230384 tetiwemweemba@yahoo.com 

 

15 Nancy Malwele New Vision 

Newspaper 

Reporter 0976419150 nancymalwele@hotmail.com 

 

16 Abraham Kalito Christian Voice journalist 0976078214 kalito.abz@gmail.com 

 

17  Chris Habeenzu ZNBC TV Journalist 0977796312 hamakwenda@gmail.com 
 

18 Derrick Sinjela Rainbow Newspaper photojournalist 097755199447 derricksinjela@gmail.com 
 

19 Mervin Sifukwe ZNBC Journalist 

 

0955935724 simfukomervin@yahoo.com 
 

 

20 

 

 

21 

Madube Pasi Siyauya 

 

 

Perpetual Sichikwenkwe 

GL 

 

 

 

GL 

Facilitator 

 

 

 

Facilitator  

0977804276 

 

 

 

0977882121 

madubepasi@gmail.com 

 

 

persichi@gmail.com 

 

 

DAY THREE 
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REGISTRATION FORM 

Venue: Nena Lodge 

Date:  6/12/14 

Activity: Media CoE Field trip to Mumbwa 

 Name Org Designation Phone No. Email Address 

1 Margerate Samulela Zambia Daily 

Mail 

Reporter 0977651154 msamulela@yahoo.com 

 

2 Ashton Kelly Bunda Pan African 

Radio 

Journalist 0965577058 ashitonkellybunda7@gmail.com 

 

3 Martha Mvula Yatsani Radio Journalist 0976257550 marthamvula33@yahoo.com 

 

4 Fulman Mukobeko News24/7 Journalist  0971686749 fulmanmuko@yahoo.com 

 

5 Wamunyima Mundia Zambia Daily 

Mail 

Journalist  0950484841 princess.wamunyima@yahoo.co

m 

 

6 Choolwe Mweemba Christian Voice Journalist 0978278417 choolwemweemba@rcvoice.co.z

m 

 

7 Gregory Kasoka New Age 

Newspaper 

Journalist 0978585694 kasoka@yahoo.com 

 

8 Chileshe Mwango  Yatsani Radio journalist 0977142238 Chil228@yahoo.com 

 

 

9 Memory Maninga New Vision 

Newspaper 

Reporter 0963199000 newvisionzambia@yahoo.com 

 

 

 

10 Grace Chaile Times of Zambia Journalist  0954357085 gracechaile@yahoo.com 
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11 Rachael M. Kalapa Radio Christian 

Voice 

Reporter 00965259576 rmkalapa@gmail.com 

 

12 Sandra Mwila Times of Zambia Reporter 0978867664 sandymwila91@gmail.com 

 

13 Mwazipeza Sakala Zambia Daily 

Mail 

Online Editor 0977748825 mschanda@daily-mail.co.zm 

mschanda@gmail.com 

 

14 Tetiwe Mweemba Comet Radio Journalist  0979230384 tetiwemweemba@yahoo.com 

 

15 Nancy Malwele New Vision 

Newspaper 

Reporter 0976419150 nancymalwele@hotmail.com 

 

16 Abraham Kalito Christian Voice journalist 0976078214 kalito.abz@gmail.com 

 

17  Chris Habeenzu ZNBC TV Journalist 0977796312 hamakwenda@gmail.com 
 

18 Derrick Sinjela Rainbow 

Newspaper 

photojournalist 097755199447 derricksinjela@gmail.com 
 

19 Mervin Sifukwe ZNBC Journalist 

 

0955935724 simfukomervin@yahoo.com 
 

 

20 

 

 

 

Madube Pasi Siyauya GL 

 

 

 

 

Facilitator 

 

 

 

 

0977804276 

 

 

 

 

madubepasi@gmail.com 

 

 

 

 

22 

Perpetual Sichikwenkwe GL Facilitator 0977882121 persichi@gmail.com 

 

 

 

23 

 

Betty Mushunga 

- Survivor 0968758630 Mushunga14@gmail.com 

 

 

24 

Prestige Chinkuli - Survivor 

 

0978038956 prestigechinkuli@gmail.com 

 

 

25 

Karen Shabongo - Survivor 0965188477 karenshabongo@gmail.com 
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26 

Ireen Zulu - Survivor 096770829 - 

 

27 

Maureen Chisamba - Survivor 0963941950 maureenchisamba@gmail.com 

 

 

28 

Juliet Kalinda - Survivor 0979843971 Julietkapukali14@gmail.com 

 

29 Jacqueline Tembo - Survivor 0966991224 Jackquelinetembo14@gmail.co

m 

 

30 Moddy Mawezwa - Survivor 0971712442 Moddymuwezwa14@gmail.com 

 

31 Edinah Mulowa - Survivor 0979843970 Edinahmulowa14@gmail.com 

 

32 Catherine Shinda - Survivor 0962939074 - 

 

33 

 

Felix Ananyawa 

Local Journalist Journalist 0977340938 - 

 

 

ENDS/ 
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